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New AFL Members Since the Printing of the February 2015 Gazette
Benefactor Members

Family Members

Bart & Laura Cleary, Oxford, NC

William B. & Alice Bailey, Annandale, VA
Kelsey Brow & Kevin Kerr, Brooklyn, NY
Charlie & Ellen Coale, Blacksburg, VA
Judith DiBerardino & Adam Macagna, Lavallette, NJ
David & Lyn Douglas, Yorktown, VA
Richard D. & Melissa M. Faber, Memphis, TN
J. David & Sandra Hancock Martin, Montvale, NJ
Carl & Ellen Jordan, Fayetteville, NC
W. Robert, Sr. & Linda Kelly, Kill Devil Hill, NC
Paul Jeffrey Lambert & Family, Hayes, VA
Charles Howell & Ellen McCarty, Bethesda, MD
Gwenesta B. & Ken Melton, Fayetteville, NC
Jean-Marie & Françoise Poinsard, Boissise le Roi, France
Dorothy T. & Clifton W. Potter, Lynchburg, VA
Sydney & Steven Riddle, Williamsburg, VA
Harley & Jane Stewart, Williamsburg, VA

Life Members
Bruce or Laura Carter, Charlottesville, VA
Adrienne Jamieson, Washington, DC
Alain C. Outlaw, Williamsburg, VA
Matthew Schmidt, Burtonsville, MD
Upgrades to Life Membership
Cindy Lou Adkins, New York, NY
Franklin Clark, Fayetteville, NC
David Dibrell, Dallas, TX
Melissa Dvorak, Santa Barbara, CA
William Jenks, New York, NY
Sumpter Priddy, Alexandria, VA
Todd Prough, Haverhill, MA
Matthew Schmidt, Burtonsville, MD

and
Pierre Charles LeFebvre, Institutional Life,
representing l’Union des Français de l’Etranger

Individual Members
Jeanne Brooks, Yorktown, VA
Glenda Cash, Forest, VA
Gwendolen Cates, New York, NY
Kim Clayton, Lanexa, VA
Anne Michie Duning Ferré, Earlysville, VA
Lafayette Ford, Kansas City, MO
Gwendolen Cates, New York, NY
Sarah T. Gillens, Plainfield, NH
James Holcombe, Falls Church, VA
August Lafayette Huber III, Overland Park, KS
August Lafayette Huber IV, New York, NY
Chelsea McCormick, Riverside, CA
Lorraine Meyette, Weare, NH
Colleen Marie Ryor, Gouverneur, NY
Don Scott, Urbanna VA
Roulhac Toledano, Charlottesville, VA
Corey Walden, APO (Kaiserslautern, Germany)

Sustaining Members
Christopher Carrillo, Albuquerque, NM
Todd W. Dickinson, Hillsboro, NC
Christine Scieur, Gousesnou, France
Mark Shyman, Miami Beach, FL

Student Members
All are Stanford University students
who spent their Spring 2015 term
at the Bing Stanford in Washington Center.
Andre Amarotico
Mariam Amini
Sandeep Arakali
Tara Balakrishnan
Elizabeth Bernal
Amanda Brockbank
Brandon Caruso
Melissa Diaz
Danielle Dobos
Jenna Fowler
Chelsea Green
Kevin Heller
Mitchell Hokanson
Simone Hudson
Josh Jones
Biola Macaulay
Ryan Matsumoto
Kate Mosle
Jeremy Cook
Suzanne Miller
Danna Selgman
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May 18, 2015

President’s Letter
Dear Friend of Lafayette:
Do you remember 2007, the year of Lafayette’s 250th
birthday? The exhibition which traveled and morphed from Mt.
Vernon, to Lafayette College, then to the New-York Historical
Society? The huge campus-wide birthday party at Lafayette
College on September 6? The series of birthday events conducted
by the Lafayette Society of Fayetteville, North Carolina? The
almost daily, year-round activities in Lafayette, Louisiana,
including a Lafayette-themed art exhibition at the Natural Science Museum? The Congressional Resolution
honoring the General on his 250th?
The year 2007 was big for Lafayette; but, I submit, 2015, the year of Hermione-Lafayette or
Lafayette-Hermione, take your pick, may be even bigger.
There are several important exhibitions timed to coincide with the Hermione’s arrival. Among these
are the New-York Historical Society, the Boston Athenaeum, Lafayette College, and the Anderson House,
the Museum of the Society of the Cincinnati in Washington, D.C. There are, of course, the visits of the
Hermione to cities and towns on the Atlantic (and the Potomac) and the events at each port of call. The
symposium at Mt. Vernon where our own Robert Crout is a participant is one such event. The AFL has
timed its annual meeting to coincide with the arrival of the Hermione at Yorktown. The W3R-US is holding
its meeting in Philadelphia while the Hermione is docked there. And the Massachusetts Lafayette Society
will be conducting a series of events while the ship is in Boston.
The excitement created by the voyage and the looming visits has already generated a number of
permanent memorials to Lafayette’s legacy. Virginia has become the 3rd state to hold an annual Lafayette
Day, Massachusetts and New Hampshire being the others. While New Englanders celebrate the day on May
20th, the anniversary of Lafayette’s death, Virginia has resolved to celebrate its Lafayette Day on March 14th,
the anniversary of the date that Lafayette arrived – at Yorktown, no less – in 1781 to commence his defense
of the Commonwealth and what the history books call the Virginia Campaign.
With several members of the AFL providing forceful support, the Virginia State Board of Education
mandated that Lafayette will be included in the 4th grade Virginia studies class and that 5th graders will be
taught about Lafayette and French involvement during the American Revolution in their history classes.
Three historical panels honoring Lafayette and French involvement in the American Revolution –
two in Jamestown near the Green Spring Battlefield – and one in Yorktown – have been erected. The
Massachusetts Lafayette Society and the W3R-US have unveiled a prototype of a historical marker on the
very spot, Lewis (formerly Hancock’s) Wharf, where Lafayette disembarked from the Hermione on April
28, 1780 carrying the news of the arrival of the French Expeditionary Force that changed the course of the
War and led to the victory at Yorktown.
The buzz created by the Hermione and its voyage has led to a dramatic increase in interest in the
AFL and an amazing increase in our membership rolls.
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Our website, managed by Daniel Fitzpatrick, has had an astounding 3,656 visits in April, the first
month that our website domain registrar has provided monthly statistics.
New memberships since February, consisted of 5 life members, 17 family memberships, 20
individual members, and 21 student members, a new category that we created in response to a request from a
Stanford University Professor. Even taking into account a recent purge of inactive members, if one counts
family members as 2 persons, we now have 336 members, compared with 285 as of the publication of the
February 2015 Gazette, an increase of 18% in just three months!
Our annual meeting at Yorktown is by far the largest in the modern era with expected attendance of
about 160 members!
In conclusion, we should all enjoy the moment. Then, let us figure out ways to keep the momentum
going after the Hermione returns home so that our beloved soldier, statesman, human rights champion, and
Friend of America is remembered and celebrated for generations to come.
With warm regards,
Sincerely yours,

Alan R. Hoffman, President

The AFL Website is Flourishing
The AFL website has become quite popular. In April, our website domain registrar started a new
feature that provides monthly statistics. In one month, the AFL website had an astounding 3,656 visits. This
is an incredible number of visits and equates to an average about 120 visits per day!!
Interestingly enough, 17% of our visitors were referred to the site from Google.fr (Google's French
version), while 14% of our visits came from the US site Google.com. These Google numbers are
impressive. This indicates that there are people searching for Lafayette (and such) out there and they are
finding the AFL website. Google keeps track of this traffic and will move our website up the Google "food
chain.”
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Williamsburg NSDAR Donates Books for Celebrate125/Hermione Project
In 2015, the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution is celebrating 125 years
of commitment and service to America promoting the ideals of historic preservation, education and
patriotism. Sydney Riddle, chapter Chairman of the Celebrate 125/Hermione Project (and AFL member), is
coordinating the efforts of the Williamsburg Chapter to support this celebration with a special service project
whereby chapter members will donate and deliver the book, Revolutionary Friends, by AFL member Selene
Castrovilla, to every public and private elementary, middle school and regional library in the Williamsburg
area during the month of April.

Everyone will be encouraged to learn about the extraordinary lives and friendship between General
George Washington and the Marquis de Lafayette. Aid from France in the form of money, arms and troops
as secured by the Marquis, helped turn the tide and win the American Revolution for our patriotic ancestors.
On June 5, 2015, the French frigate “Hermione”, will arrive in Yorktown and be open for public tours and
interactive educational opportunities. It is a 210 ft. three masted Tall ship and an exact replica of the ship
that brought Lafayette to America in 1780. Chapter Regent Jane Stewart states “We are proud to be a part
of this celebration and demonstrate the vibrancy and contributions of today’s DAR by serving our local
community as Daughters have been doing throughout the nation for 125 years.”

Photo credit: Steven Riddle
Photo ID left to right: Sydney Riddle, Alice Birdseye, Aurelia Michaels, Sandy Reese, K.J. Proctor, Celia
Adolphi, Kim Defibaugh, Jane Stewart, Karen Talley, Sandy Anderson, Melanie Platte, Virginia Lee, Linda
Westenberger, and Joni Stevens.
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Easter Birthday Weekend & La Rochelle en Fête
By Joyce Good
I discovered that my birthday, April 3, and that of Jean François, the Captain of the Lola, April 4,
were on the same weekend as the LaRochelle en Fête with L’Hermione. So, of course, in December at the
Salon Nautique, plans were made to celebrate this event.
We sailed from Oléron on April 3 to La Rochelle and, would you believe it, our boat, Lola, was
moored directly behind L’Hermione. As we celebrated my birthday, the others asked me if I could get them
a private visit on L’ Hermione. After most of the others had been tucked in, I was on the deck of the Lola
admiring the beautiful night sky when two men came by looking at our boat. I happened to ask them if they
were a part of L’Hermione crew, and they said “Yes.” I asked them if they knew Adam, my American
compatriot who dresses up in period style and plays the fife, and if they could arrange with Adam to have a
private visit on L’Hermione. In exchange they could come to our Captain’s birthday party the following
night. To seal the deal I gave the man a bottle of champagne. Only then did I ask, “And what do you do
aboard L’Hermione?” He answered “I’m the Captain.” WOW! Quickly I went to find Jean François and the
two captains came down to the cabin while the others slept and had a “captain talk” until the wee hours of
the morning. What a nice birthday present! See photos.

Above: Below deck on the Hermione
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Above: AFL Member and roving reporter Joyce Good poses for photos in front of the Hermione.

L’HERMIONE CROSSING
By Joyce Good
As I am writing this, L’Hermione is somewhere in the middle of the ocean. But I was there to see her
off! I am sure many of you will be there to greet her on the “other side of the pond”.
The day of her send-off started a little slowly as reporters rushed to the seaside, just in front of where
she was anchored, to make their morning news report. But she was hiding behind a veil of thick fog so you
saw nothing…Once again “L’Hermione veut se faire desirer,” like a young maiden who wants to be desired.
During the day we watched as French
President Hollander flew over in a helicopter to
visit L’Hermione before she set sail. In the late
afternoon she did a farewell turnaround in the
Charente River firing shots from the cannon as a
goodbye salute to all the people from the
Rochefort area who have followed her
construction for almost 20 years. At last she
returned and dropped anchor again near Ile d’Aix
to await the evening festivities.
This is where our small group from the
American Club of Paris joined L’Hermione in the
Golfe de Gasgogne circling around her and her
“mates,” the other tall ships and frigates: Le
Belem, Latouche Tréville, La Récouvrance, et Le
Nao Victoria. While we were waiting we got a bit drenched when a sudden storm blew across the sea
threatening to cancel the fireworks ….But the skies cleared by nightfall, and the sound and light show began
by recounting her illustrious past and ending with a spectacular fireworks display on all the surrounding
islands and the inlet.
Finally she slowly set sail. Our boat followed her as far as we could…Beaming with pride but a
slight ache in our hearts, we wished her “Bon Vent!” “Smooth Sailing!”
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Lafayette and la Frégate de la Liberté
By Kim Burdick
His good sense “enables Lafayette to comprehend perfectly whatever is explained to him and his agency has
been very efficacious. He has a great deal of sound genius, is well-remarked by the king and rising in popularity.
He has nothing against him but the suspicion of republican principles.” [Thomas Jefferson]
~~ Lafayette ~~
In 1775, an eighteen year-old French soldier was assigned to military maneuvers at Metz. Here he attended an
official dinner where the Duke of Gloucester, younger brother of England’s King George III, was expounding
upon the American Revolution. i Amazed by what he heard, Gilbert du Motier de Lafayette later wrote, “My
heart was enlisted, and I thought only of joining my colors to those of the revolutionaries.” ii
When Louis XVI forbade this young French soldier to go to America, Lafayette deliberately disobeyed
orders, leaving France with Baron DeKalb and a dozen friends and colleagues. They set sail from Spain in
Lafayette’s ship la Victoire on April 20, 1777, reportedly heading for Santa Domingo. iii Landing in South
Carolina, they made their way 650 miles to Philadelphia, where, on July 31, Lafayette was commissioned “Major
General without pay.” iv Lafayette’s first sight of the American troops came on August 8 when George
Washington reviewed his troops.
A month later, at the Battle of Brandywine (September 11, 1777), a bullet filled Lafayette’s boot with blood.
Now twenty years old, he spent the winter with Washington’s army at Valley Forge and in late May was the hero
of some action in nearby Barren Hill, Pennsylvania. Other adventures followed at Monmouth and Rhode Island
in 1778. With no new military orders, coupled with unhappy news from France about the death of his tiny
daughter, and the loss of la Victoire, with which he had hoped to recoup his investments, Lafayette became
restless. He requested a leave of absence to briefly return to France.
Modern scholars too often read Lafayette’s letters out of context, mistaking the language of 18th century
diplomacy and politesse for boyish gushing. Idzerda’s volumes of primary documents v related to Lafayette’s
role in the American Revolution and Lafayette’s own writings vi are extremely important tools in sorting out
myth from reality. Studying Lafayette’s correspondence in relation to the French and American diplomats and
government officials who were in communication with him clearly reveals his intelligence, common sense, and
significant diplomatic accomplishments.
Monsieur Gerard, the French minister at Philadelphia, wrote ahead to the government in Paris, "You know
how little inclined I am to flattery, but I cannot resist saying that the prudent, courageous, and amiable conduct
of the Marquis de Lafayette has made him the idol of the Congress, the army, and the people of America." vii
Lafayette’s wife, Adrienne de Noailles de Lafayette, wrote, “Monsieur de Lafayette has returned, as modest
and charming as when you last saw him, his sensibility undiminished… [He] is now in the king’s disfavor and is
forbidden to appear in any public place. We hope this will not last long…nor will he be able to leave for some
time after the restriction ends since he must take advantage of the king’s good will when it is offered to him. viii
Lafayette formally apologized to the king for having left France without permission, ix and soon began lobbying
him for ships and supplies for America. By March, 1779, Ben Franklin reported from Paris that Lafayette had
become an excellent advocate for the American cause at the French Court. The following year, the success of
Lafayette’s efforts would be apparent.
On February 21, 1780. Lafayette wrote from Versailles “Observations on Matters Pertaining to the Navy for
an Expedition to North America: The Frigate from Rochefort. It seems to be settled that on March 4, I shall find
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a fast-sailing frigate at Rochefort ready to take me directly to Boston. It will carry neither arms nor clothing but
only a few packages of presents for my division. I shall provide a list of what should be carried over with me.” x
About the same time,	
  thirty-four year-old Louis de La Touche, was called upon to report to the mouth of the
Charente River no later than Feb 20 to await the specific orders regarding a mission from the Navy Minister.
The aristocratic La Touche was the son of a naval officer, and a nephew of Charles de La Touche Tréville,
squadron chief, and l’Hermione was one of the king’s best ships. The ship’s crew included a number of officers,
a surgeon and a priest. About half the 313 working on board were sailors whose responsibilities were to
maneuver the ship and man the cannons, but La Touche did not yet know what this mission would be.
March 5, 1780 was an important day for America. On that day, Louis XVI issued the orders: “Monsieur le
Marquis de Lafayette will hasten to join General Washington whom he will secretly inform that the King will
send at the beginning of spring, help consisting of six ships and approximately 5,000 infantrymen.” xi A list of
the ships and supplies the French contemplated sending can be found in Idzerda in the correspondence between
Chevalier de Fleurieu and French Minister of the Navy, Gabriel de Sartine (1729-1801), dated March 5 and 6,
1780.xii
Lafayette was now authorized to communicate to Washington that the French troops “shall be simply
auxiliaries, and with this title they shall come under the orders of General Washington. The French General shall
receive the orders of the American commander in chief in all things except what pertains to the internal
management of his own troops…In case operations by land should not require the concert of the squadron, it will
be free to cruise at such a distance from the coasts as the Commandant shall think best for doing the most harm
to the enemy.” xiii
The secrecy of the mission was communicated to the Commander of the Navy at Rochefort who received
word that the details of the mission were not to be shared. M de Sartine informed ship’s captain La Touche that
Lafayette was to have decent lodging on board l’Hermione and, according to strict orders from the King, was to
present the list of his four officers and eight servants to La Touche. No additional passengers were to be
permitted on board. The password would be: "Saint Louis and Philadelphie." xiv
In the midst of the excitement,	
  on March 9, 1780, Rochambeau's appointment to the American mission was
announced. John Adams (1735-1826), from his diplomatic post in Paris, reported that Lafayette, unhappy at
having been passed over for Rochambeau, made a silent statement of protest, bidding adieu to his monarch “in
the Uniform of an American Major General.” Adams noted that when Lafayette appeared before Louis XVI in
American attire, his uniform “attracted the Eyes of the whole court.” Adams was sure that the sword Lafayette
was carrying that day was the one commissioned for him by Congress. It “is indeed a Beauty,” Adams conceded,
“which Lafayette shews with great Pleasure.” xv
Lafayette left immediately for Rochefort where l’Hermione was waiting for him in the river at Port des
Barques. Final preparations took place on March 11. The four officers designated by Lafayette boarded and then
a careful search of the decks was made to assure no unauthorized passengers had come on the ship. L’Hermione
finally set sail for America on the night of the 14 or 15th of March. xvi
Lafayette’s autobiography states, “This expedition was kept very secret; Lafayette had preceded it on board
the French frigate the Hermione; he arrived at Boston before the Americans and English had the least knowledge
of that auxiliary reinforcement.” xvii
Lafayette was now twenty-two years old, a husband and father of two surviving children. Captain Latouche
wrote de Sartine: "I will have for M. le Marquis de La Fayette all the consideration and attention not only
prescribed in your orders, but those that my heart dictates for a man whose actions have inspired in me a great
desire to make his acquaintance….I will offer him the choice of my room or the one next to mine which
previously served as Council Room." xviii
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On March 20, stormy seas and wind resulted in a damaged piece of wood and l’Hermione was forced back
toward Ile d'Aix. A small boat was launched to retrieve a replacement part. La Touche took the opportunity to
send word of La Fayette's good health and well-being on board l’Hermione. The repair was made, but now
l’Hermione was further delayed by lack of wind. Finally, once at sea, l’Hermione had an exchange of cannon
fire with an enemy British ship. On April 10, a sailor died from a fever similar to typhoid. A few days later, a
repair had to be made in the uppermost section of a mast and a malfunction in a compass caused frustration.
Finally, the American coast came into view on Thursday, April 27, and by 2:00 in the afternoon l’Hermione
found shelter in the small port of Marblehead, 16 miles from Boston. La Touche noted: “Brigadier General
Glover came on board to see Monsieur the Marquis de La Fayette." xix
Lafayette wasted little time in sending a communique to George Washington, alluding to Louis XVI’s stillsecret news: “Here I am, My dear General, and in the Mist of the joy I feel in finding Myself again one of your
loving Soldiers I take But the time of telling you that I Came from france on Board of a fregatt Which the king
Gave me for my passage–I have affairs of the utmost importance that I should at first Communicate to You
alone…and do Assure You A Great public Good May derive from it.” xx At 2:30 in the afternoon of April 28,
1780, l’Hermione, with French flag flying high, arrived in the port of Boston and saluted with 13 cannon shots
the American flag that was displayed at the fort on Castle Island. Word that the ship had been sighted spread
through the city, and the wharves were lined with people. As Lafayette left the ship, he was saluted by La
Touche and his crew.
La Touche wrote to M. de Sartine that day of the eventful crossing and the enthusiasm raised in Boston by the
return of the young Major General. “Mr. the Marquis de La Fayette enjoyed good health throughout the
crossing…He received the most distinguished honors of the people with bonfires and shouts of joy, respect no
less shown by the officials of the State, their pleasure at seeing him again. On the docks the crowd demonstrated
with cries of joy and musket fire. La Fayette went ashore at 1:00 stirring the level of celebratory noise even
more.” xxi
THOMAS’S Massachusetts Spy or, AMERICAN ORACLE of LIBERTY, 11 May, 1780, Volume X, Issue
470, Page 1, reported:
Last Friday arrived in this port the frigate Le Hermoine, [sic] His Excellency the Right Honorable the
Marquis de la Fayette, Major General in the service of his Most Christian Majesty, and in the line of the
United States: His arrival being made known by one of his aids, the joy, of the people at his revisiting the
State, was fully demonstrated by his reception; he was congratulated on his safe arrival, by the supreme
executive and legislative bodies, of the state then sitting, and was requested to denote the time and place
of his landing, that he might be received agreeable to the exalted character of a Nobleman, who had
suffered and bled in the cause of virtue and mankind, and particularly for the independence of the United
States; He politely returned his civilities, and begged to be landed in a private manner; notwithstanding a
large number of respectable gentlemen of the town, with a number of officers of the army, attended with
the band of musick, assembled on the grand pier impatiently expecting him, but to their disappointment
he landed on Gen. Hancock’s wharfe; the gentlemen of the sword determined to pay their devoirs to their
commander and friend, repaired thither with the band, and escorted him to genteel lodgings prepared for
him in State Street, amidst the salutations of cannon, the ringing of bells, the flying of colours, and the
acclamations of the populace; where he was personally and publically received by a committee of both
Houses; the features of gratefulness were conspicuous in every countenance; and a vast and respectable
concourse of people seemed to acknowledge their obligations to this great and disinterested Commander
. -----Soon after he had a conference with the General Assembly; when the present state of Europe
respecting America was enquired into, and the Marquis’s accounts received with applause. -----In the
evening a bonfire was made before his House, attended with a large display of fireworks from the
balcony of the Exchange Tavern.
The arrival of Lafayette at Boston “produced the liveliest sensation, which was entirely owing to his own
popularity, for no one yet knew what he had obtained for the United States. Every person ran to the shore; he was
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received with the loudest acclamations.” xxii The excitement was confirmed by Abigail Adams (1744-1818) in a
May 1 letter to John: “Last week arrived at Boston the Marquis de la Fayette to the universal joy of all who know
the Merit and Worth of that Nobleman. He was received with the ringing of Bells, firing of cannon, bon fires,
etc.” xxiii
Lafayette left Boston on May 2nd to travel to Washington’s headquarters at Morristown, New Jersey.
Festivities like those that had greeted him in Boston erupted in every town Lafayette passed through on the 250
mile journey. “It’s to the roar of cannon that I arrive or depart; the principal residents mount their horses to
accompany me,” Lafayette wrote his wife Adrienne, (1759-1807), “In short, my love, my reception here is
greater than anything that I could describe to you.” xxiv
From the harsh winter at Morristown, New Jersey, to the dwindling number of troops, to Benedict Arnold’s
censure for misdeeds while governing Philadelphia, things seemed to be going from bad to worse. The position
of the army had, in fact, become desperate. There was no money, so the men had not been paid in months. There
was no food. Clothing and shoes were almost nonexistent, and most of the men went about barefoot and in rags.
Ammunition was in even shorter supply than weapons themselves.xxv 1780 had not started well, but Lafayette’s
arrival indicated that perhaps things would soon improve.
In Congress, May 16, 1780: "Resolved, That Congress consider the return of the Marquis LAFAYETTE to
America, to resume his command in the army, as a fresh proof of the distinguished zeal and deserving
attachment which have justly recommended him to the public confidence and applause; and that they receive
with pleasure, a tender of further services of so gallant and meritorious an officer." xxvi In June, Lafayette
received a letter from Boston patriot Sam Adams who wrote:
I had for several months past been flattering myself with the prospect of aid. It strongly impressed my
mind from one circumstance which took place when you was [sic] at Philadelphia the last year. But far
from certainty, I could only express to some confidential friends here, a distant hope, though as I
conceived, not without some good effect: at least it seemed to enliven our spirits and animate us for so
great a crisis. I was in the Council Chamber when I received your letter, and took the liberty to read some
parts of it to the members present. I will communicate other parts of it to some leading members of the
House of Representatives as prudence may dictate, particularly what you mention of the officers' want of
clothing.
I thank you my dear sir for the friendly remembrance you had of the hint I gave you when you was
[sic] here. Be pleased to pay my most respectful compliments to the Commander in Chief, his family,
&c. and be assured of the warm affection of your obliged friend and very humble servant,
SAMUEL ADAMS
L’Hermione:	
  la Frégate de la Liberté
On April 30 , La Touche reported by letter to French Navy Minister de Sartine that there had been some
minor damage to the ship but also proudly reported that the copper sheathing of the frigate was in perfect
condition. On May 4th, 1780, La Touche received onboard l’Hermione the most distinguished persons in the
city and members of the Council of the State of Massachusetts: Hancock, Sam Adams, Cooper, Beaudwine and
General Heath. In the evening during the meal, 12 toasts were offered, punctuated by artillery fire of which the
number followed strict protocol: the King of France, the Thirteen States of the Union, the Queen of France, the
American Congress, the King of Spain, were saluted in succession with 21 firings of the cannons. General
Washington was honored with 17 firings. The American Army, the Alliance, and Lafayette, (who had already
left Boston for New Jersey), were celebrated with 13 firings of the cannon. L’Hermione put to sea again on 2nd
June 1780.
th
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Although L’Hermione is most significant to American history for bringing Lafayette across the Atlantic with
the crucial news that French reinforcements of troops and frigates, supplies and money and General
Rochambeau, were coming to our assistance, she was involved in the American Revolution until after Yorktown.
xxvii
On June 7, 1780, soon after depositing Lafayette on our shores, l’Hermione battled the British frigate HMS
Iris just south of Long Island.xxviii The two ships exchanged a fierce cannonade for an hour and a half, during
which Latouche was hit in the arm by a musket ball and L’Hermione’s rigging was damaged. A year later,
L’Hermione was one of three supporting frigates in the fleet of Admiral Destouches in a clash between the
British fleet and seven French ships of the line.xxix On May 4, 1781, L’Hermione was in Philadelphia where the
Continental Congress honored her service in the previous year’s action up and down the coast. Shortly thereafter,
she was then engaged in the naval battle of Louisbourg on July 21. On Sept 28, 1781, as the allied American and
French armies began establishing their siege lines around Yorktown, and ships of the French fleet began
blocking the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay, l’Hermione arrrived with powder and supplies, xxix and at the end
of the battle, along with the frigate Diligente, and s.o.l. Romulus, l’Hermione wintered in near Yorktown, sailing
home to France in February, 1782.xxx
The story of Lafayette and L’Hermione has captured the attention of French and American citizens. The
recreated l’Hermione was conceived by members of the Centre International de la Mer in 1992, at almost the
same time Americans began to seriously study French aid and historic spots along the Yorktown Campaign
Route. Construction of l’Hermione began in 2007, and, subsequently, the Washington-Rochambeau
Revolutionary Route (W3R-NHT) was approved by Congress. Xxx1 Now these international olive branches will
meet, with a beautifully recreated French tall ship, Hermione-Lafayette spending the months of June and July
2015 sailing north from Yorktown to Nova Scotia, then back to France. The reconstructed l’Hermione is due to
set sail from the mouth of the River Charente in Port-des Barques where Lafayette boarded on March 10, 1780.
Its voyage will be a 3,819 mile transatlantic crossing using 18th century technology. L’Hermione –Lafayette sails
to the United States, making landfall at Yorktown, Virginia, where the original had engaged in the blockade that
led to the British defeat at Yorktown. The ship will stop at twelve historic ports along the W3R. Related
festivities, hearkening back to Lafayette’s 1780 voyage to America, will bring both the story and the national
historic trail alive.
For more information, please see http://www.hermione2015.com/
~~
The 2015 Route of l’Hermione-Lafayette JUNE, 2015
June 5, 6, 7
Yorktown, VA
June 9
Mount Vernon, VA (ship at anchor)
June 10, 11, 12
Alexandria, VA (city dock)
June 16, 17
Annapolis, MD (city dock)
June 19, 20, 21
Baltimore, MD (adjacent USS Constellation & Pride of Baltimore)
June 25, 26, 27, 28
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Philadelphia, PA (with Tall Ships America/Independence Seaport)
JULY, 2015
July 1, 2, 3, 4
New York, NY (with educational ships from U.S. east coast)
July 6, 7
Greenport, NY (with Tall Ships America)
July 8, 9
Newport, RI (with Oliver Hazard Perry – Fort Adams)
July 11, 12
Boston, MA – (Rowe's Wharf)
July 14, 15
Castine, ME
July 18
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia [itinerary is 107/1244/4000 words]

See also (in French): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqX4swK9sd4 	
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At thirteen, Lafayette became a sous-lieutenant in the King’s Musketeers. By seventeen he was a Captain in
the Noailles Dragoons and later Captain of that group.
ii
Quoted in James Gaines. Liberty and Glory: Washington, Lafayette and their Revolutions. (New York: W.W.
Norton and Company, 2007), 37.
iii
Letter to Adrienne Lafayette from aboard la Victoire, June 1777. (Christine Valadon, translator). Cleveland
State University Special Collections. Reel 23, Folder 202.
http://web.ulib.csuohio.edu/lafayette/documents/doc8.shtml
iv
Andreas Latzko. Lafayette: A Life. 1936. Literary Guild. New York. 52
v
Stanley J. Idzerda, Editor. Lafayette in the Age of the American Revolution, Selected Letters and Papers.
1979.
Cornell University Press.
vi
Marie-Joseph-Paul-Yves-Roch-Gilbert du Motier, Marquis de Lafayette. Memoirs of General Lafayette.
[EBook
#7449 Release Date: February, 2005 Samuel L. Knapp]...http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/7449
vii
Rupert Sargent Holland. Lafayette for Young Americans. Lafayette, for young Americans. 1923. Ulan
Press POD reprint. Paperback – August 31, 2012.
http://www.heritage-history.com/?c=read&author=holland&book=lafayette&story=washington
viii
Idzerda. 230. Idzerda notes: A nineteenth century note in the hand of Lafayette’s secretary has a marginal
note: “Upon Lafayette’s first return it was thought that, in order to maintain the king’s dignity, which Lafayette
had greatly offended by his disobedience, he must be exiled for several days and forbidden to see anyone but his
family.”
ix
Idzerda. 232. Lafayette to Louis XVI. Paris, February 19, 1779.
x
Idzerda. 355.
xi
Summary translation by Glenda Cash, Poplar Forest Interpretation Assistant. Ship’s Log of l’Hermione. 4.
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Idzerda. 368 xiii Bonsal.
15.
xiv
L’Hermione was commissioned in May 1779 under the command of Louis-René Levassor LatoucheTréville, later to become the Comte de Latouche. A Rochefort born aristocrat, he
Later became a noted admiral during the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, 1801. (Marsh & Clark.
2014) xv Auricchio-86.
xvi
Ship’s Log of l’Hermione. Summary translation by Glenda Cash, Poplar Forest Interpretation
Assistant. Journal de la frégate du Roi L’Hermione" de 32 canons, commandée par M. de La Touche,
lieutenant de vaisseau: la campagne, commencée le 23 janvier 1780, finie le 26 février 1782: extraits
xvii
Lafayette-Forgotten Books-251.
xviii
Ship’s Log. 4. Summary translation by Glenda Cash, Poplar Forest Interpretation Assistant.
xix
Ship’s log of L’Hermione-6. Summary translation by Glenda Cash, Poplar Forest Interpretation
Assistant.
xx
Lafayette Papers, 2:364-68; see also GW’s draft letter to Samuel Huntington, 13 May 1780, DLC: GW., ALS,
PEL)
xxi
Ship’s Log of L’Hermione. 7. Summary translation by Glenda Cash, Poplar Forest Interpretation Assistant. 7.
xxii
Marie Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert de Motier Lafayette. Memoirs, Correspondence and Manuscripts of
General Lafayette. Published by His Family. Vol 1. Originally published 1837. Forgotten Books: Classic
Reprint Series. 2012. Forgotten books. 251.
xxiii
Letter from Abigail Adams to John Adams, 1 May 1780. Massachusetts Historical Society.
http://www.masshist.org/digitaladams/archive/doc?id=L17800501aa&bc=%2Fdigitaladams%2Farchive%2Fbrow
se%2Fletters_1779_1789.php
xxiv
Auricchio-86
xxv
Olivier Bernier. Lafayette: Hero of Two Worlds. E.P. Dutton. New York. 1983. 93.
xxvi
Journals of Congress. Library of Congress. 432.
xxvii
March/April 2014 Ships in Scale. http://www.galleryhistoricalfigures.com/LafayetteHermione.pdf
xxviii
Naval War College Blog. Newport, Rhode Island.
http://navalwarcollegemuseum.blogspot.com/2013_04_01_archive.html#uds-search-results
xxix
Albert Durfée McJoynt. Virginia. French Naval Leaders and the French Navy in the American War for
Independence. http://www.xenophongroup.com/mcjoynt/marine.htm
xxx. Jacques de Trentinian. http://xenophongroup.com/mcjoynt/degrasse_fleet2.htm
See	
  also: http://www.nps.gov/waro/learn/news/upload/February-2015-Highlights-Final.pdf
xxxi. Alan Hoffman. “W3R Historian Documents Lafayette’s 1780 Route Through Massachusetts.” The Gazette
of the American Friends of Lafayette. No. 80. (Aug 2014). 28.
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LAFAYETTE DAY IN VIRGINIA

Above: AFL members in attendance (from left to right) Pierre Larroque, Alain Outlaw, Chuck
Schwam, Bonnie Fritz, David Berish and Laura Berish. Also present but not in photo, AFL member
Debbie Larroque.

In early March, the Commonwealth of Virginia successfully passed two resolutions...one of which
was to designate March 14th as LAFAYETTE DAY in Virginia...the other to commemorate the arrival of
the Hermione in June.
The official ceremony was held on March 14th in the Rotunda of the Virginia Capitol in Richmond,
VA. This was the inaugural LAFAYETTE DAY event with General Lafayette being remembered every
March 14th in Virginia for years to come.
Here is the program from this monumental day including a copy of the resolution.
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Resolution Ceremony
for
Major General Marquis de Lafayette
Virginia Capitol Rotunda
March 14, 2015
Welcome & Greetings ~ James Dillard
Invocation ~ Jeff Lambert
Pledge of Allegiance ~ James Dillard
Life/times of Marquis de Lafayette ~ Jeff Lambert
Reading of Resolution ~ James Dillard
Decoration of the Bust with wreath
Remarks ~ Chuck Schwam & Nicolas Valcour
Benediction ~ Jeff Lambert
Conclusion of Ceremony

Participants:
Nicolas Valcour Honorary French Consul in Virginia
Lt Col Rudolph Stamminger (French Air Force)
Society of the Cincinnati
Sons of the Revolution
Sons of the American Revolution
Daughters of the American Revolution
The American Friends of Lafayette
Williamsburg-Yorktown American Revolution Round Table
HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 797

Designating March 14, in 2015 and in each succeeding year, as a Day of Honor for the Marquis de Lafayette in Virginia.
Patrons-- Howell and Yancey

WHEREAS, on March 14, 1781, 23-year-old Marie-Joseph Paul Yves Roch Gilbert du Motier de Lafayette, Marquis de
Lafayette, arrived in Yorktown to start a military campaign against the British that would culminate in their defeat on October 19,
1781; and
WHEREAS, outnumbered and poorly supplied, Lafayette strove to improve the circumstances and numbers of his troops,
often pledging his own funds to secure shoes and clothing for his soldiers, not only in this Virginia campaign, but also during the
entire American Revolution, including outfitting the French frigate La Victoire to bring him to America; and
WHEREAS, in Lafayette’s pursuit of British forces during the spring, summer, and autumn of 1781, he adopted a
strategy of limited engagement to better preserve his forces, similar to the strategy used by General George Washington up to that
point; and
WHEREAS, it was this strategy that led to the success at Yorktown, where and when French ships under Admiral de
Grasse, French forces under General Rochambeau, and American forces under General Washington and Lafayette united and
defeated British forces under General Cornwallis; and
WHEREAS, Lafayette had been instrumental in convincing Louis XVI, King of France, to support the American
colonies, directly contributing to the victory at Yorktown; and
WHEREAS, in anticipation of the arrival of the French frigate Hermione at Yorktown on June 5 - 7, 2015, all Virginians,
especially its students, are encouraged to reflect on and learn from Lafayette’s example of heroism, courage, and commitment to
freedom and democracy; and
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WHEREAS, Lafayette loved America so much that he was buried in Paris under soil from Boston’s Bunker Hill, and for
his accomplishments in the service to both France and the United States, he is known as The Hero of Two Worlds; now, therefore,
be it
RESOLVED by the House of Delegates, the Senate concurring, That the General Assembly designate March 14, in 2015
and in each succeeding year, as a Day of Honor for the Marquis de Lafayette in Virginia; and, be it
RESOLVED FURTHER, That the Clerk of the House of Delegates transmit a copy of this resolution to the Friends of
Hermione-Lafayette in America so that members of the organization may be apprised of the sense of the General Assembly of
Virginia in this matter; and, be it
RESOLVED FINALLY, That the Clerk of the House of Delegates post the designation of this day on the General
Assembly’s website.
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Resolution Ceremony for

Major General Marquis de
Lafayette

Virginia Capitol Rotunda
Richmond, Virginia
March 14, 2015
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Lafayette to be taught in Virginia Grade Schools
By Chuck Schwam

In March, the Virginia State Board of Education was in the process of approving new
Standards of Learning (SOLs) for Social Studies and History. At this time, even though
Lafayette played a critical part in the winning of American Independence there was no
mention of Lafayette or his role in the Revolution.
On March 26th, the AFL sent a delegation to meet with the Board of Education in
Richmond, Virginia. David Bowditch, George Bennett and Pierre Larroque all spoke on
behalf of adding Lafayette to the grade school curriculum in the Commonwealth of Virginia.
After hearing their testimony, the Virginia Board of Education voted to pass the
resolution to adjust the SOL (standard of learning) to include General Lafayette in their grade
school curriculum.
Going forward, Virginia 4th graders will learn about Lafayette during their Virginia
Studies class...while 5th graders will be taught about Lafayette and France's involvement
during the Revolutionary War in their History classes.
This is incredible news, and the AFL was instrumental in getting it done. Our mission
of making sure we educate the public about Lafayette was certainly fulfilled on that day.
The General himself would be very proud of the Commonwealth of Virginia. He
would be very pleased with the passing of this resolution along with the arrival of the
Hermione in Yorktown, the adoption of "Lafayette Day" in Virginia, the new wayside
historical signs in Virginia's Historic Triangle and our annual meeting in Williamsburg. No
wonder he named his daughter Virginie.
Thank you David, George and Pierre...we appreciate all you did for the AFL and
General Lafayette.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor should be submitted to Alan Hoffman at arhoffman@lynchbrewer.com

Letter 1
Hi Alan,
I have been reading the Gazette. What a substantive newsletter!
I especially appreciate your thoroughness in your review of The Marquis, and your reminder of the fullness
of his life and depth of his beliefs.
I would like to donate my book for the Lafayette Book Collection for high schools, if the AFL would like to
include it. I think it would be an appropriate addition.
Yasmin

Letter 2
Dear Mrs Spalding,
You may remember me : I am a life member of AFL and I delivered a talk on June 3, 2010, at the annual
meeting of the AFL in Wilmington. Being now 84, and not that healthy, I no longer travel abroad, but I still
read with an intense interest the AFL mail. The purpose of this mail is to congratulate AFL for the
staggering substance and quality of the last Gazette. I leave it to you to forward these congratulations to
whoever you judge may appreciate them.
Among the articles was a review of the book The Marquis: Lafayette Reconsidered from Laura Auricchio,
by Alan Hoffman. In this article Alan points to two shortcomings of most American works on Lafayette :
1. An insufficient development of the outstanding contributions of Lafayette in his own country.
2. The reasons while Lafayette is not as praised in France as he is in the U.S.
Being French, having made 11 conferences on Lafayette in France, (besides 2 in the U.S. and one in Poland),
and written a number of articles on him, it is not surprising that I be interested in those two subjects. I
explained them shortly but very precisely in the attached version of my speech in Wilmington. Do you think
it would be worthwhile to publish it in a future issue of the Gazette? I realize that you may have to consult
other persons before saying yes or no.
My warmest memories.
Jacques de Guenin
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Commemorating Lafayette Arriving at Hancock’s Wharf in Boston

General Lafayette Arrives in Boston
Lafayette’s Arrival Here Changed
During the Spring and Summer of 1781,
Lafayette’s
Arrival
HereStates
The
History of
the United
Lafayette successfully conducted the

Changed the Course of
History

In March, 1780, General Lafayette sailed
to America on his second voyage aboard
a new Frigate, the Hermione, with
important news to impart to General
George Washington. From aboard the
Hermione “at the entrance to the Boston
Harbor,” (actually Marblehead), he wrote
Washington on Thursday, April 27, 1780:
“I have affairs of the utmost importance
that I should communicate to you
alone.” On Friday, April 28, 1780, the
Hermione docked at Hancock’s Wharf,
the site of present-day Lewis Wharf, and
Lafayette disembarked and was feted for
several days by the citizens of Boston.

“Virginia Campaign” and entrapped Lord
Cornwallis and 7,000 British regulars at
Yorktown. In August of 1781, the French
West Indian Fleet, under Admiral De
Grasse, arrived in Chesapeake Bay and
landed 3,000 troops commanded by the
Marquis de St. Simon who was
instructed to cooperate with Lafayette.
The Fleet was soon joined by the
Newport Squadron.
Meanwhile, the
French Expeditionary Force and the
Continental Army under Washington and
General Benjamin Lincoln of Hingham
joined Lafayette’s Continentals and
militia and St. Simon’s French troops in
the vicinity of Yorktown.

On July 10, 1780, the French
Expeditionary Force under General
Rochambeau arrived off Newport, Rhode
Island aboard a small flotilla of French
warships and transports and sailed into
the Harbor on July 11.

Abigail Adams to John Adams
May 1, 1780
My Dearest Friend,
Last week arrived at Boston the Marquis
de la Fayette to the universal joy of all
who know the Merit and Worth of that
Nobleman. He was received with the
ringing of Bells, fireing of cannon, bon
fires , etc.
* * * * * * * *
Lafayette described his reception when
he wrote his wife from Waterbury,
Connecticut, on May 6,1780
I disembarked after noon in the midst of
an immense crowd. They welcomed me
with the roar of guns, the ringing of all
the city’s bells, the music of a band that
marched ahead of us, and the huzzas of
all the people that surrounded us. In this
way I was led to the house that the
council and the assembly of
representatives of Boston had prepared
for me.

Hermione, Combat de Louisbourg, 1781
(detail), Auguste Rossel de Cercy, 1788

He left Boston on May 2, 1780 and
traveled by land to Morristown, New
Jersey where Washington and his Army
were encamped. On Wednesday, May
10, 1780, Lt. Colonel Alexander Hamilton
wrote Baron Steuben: “We have heard
from the Marquis. He will be here at
dinner.
Will you dine with us.
The
General requests it.” Upon his arrival,
Lafayette told Washington that a Naval
Squadron would soon bring a French
Expeditionary Force to America to
support the cause of the United States.
The news electrified patriotic Americans
throughout the country.

Bostonians Celebrate
Lafayette’s Return

The reconstructed Hermione returns
to Boston in July 2015

The ensuing French blockade and allied
siege ended with the British surrender
on October 19, 1781. Yorktown was the
last major engagement of the American
Revolution and led to the Treaty of Paris
in 1783 which guaranteed the
independence of the United States.

Lafayette Place Names
On June 30, 1780, the Virginia legislature
passed a bill dividing the Kentucky
territory into three counties, one of which
it named “Fayette.” This was the first of
over 80 counties, cities, towns and
townships named for Lafayette.

There was a deputation from these
bodies to welcome me… In the evening
the people gathered in front of my door
and built a great bonfire with much
cheering, which lasted until after
midnight.
* * * * * * * *
THOMAS’S Massachusetts Spy or,
AMERICAN ORACLE of LIBERTY, 11
May, 1780, Volume X, Issue 470, Page 1
BOSTON, May 4
Last Friday arrived in this port the frigate
Le Hermoine, His Excellency the Right
Honorable the Marquis de la Fayette,
Major General in the service of his Most
Christian Majesty, and in the line of the
United States: His arrival being made
known by one of his aids, the joy, of the
people at his revisiting the State, was
fully demonstrated by his reception; he
was congratulated on his safe arrival, by
the supreme executive and legislative
bodies, of the state then sitting , and was
requested to denote the time and place
of his landing, that he might be received
agreeable to the exalted character of a
Nobleman, who had suffered and bled in
the cause of virtue and mankind, and

www.lafayettesocietyma.org

Washington-Rochambeau
Revolutionary Route
National Historic Trail

particularly for the independence of the
United States; He politely returned his
Civilities, and begged to be landed in a
private manner. Notwithstanding, a large
number of respectable gentlemen of the
town, with a number of officers of the
army, attended with the band of musick,
assembled on the grand pier impatiently
expecting him, but to their
disappointment he landed on Gen.
Hancock’s wharfe.

Lafayette, Charles Wilson Peale, c. 1779
The gentlemen of the sword determined
to pay their devoirs to their commander
and friend, repaired thither with the
band, and escorted him to genteel
lodgings prepared for him in State
Street, amidst the salutations of cannon,
the ringing of bells, the flying of colours,
and the acclamations of the populace;
where he was personally and publically
received by a committee of both Houses;
the features of gratefulness were
conspicuous in every countenance; and
a vast and respectable concourse of
people seemed to acknowledge their
obligations to this great and
disinterested
Commander . -----Soon
after he had a conference with the
General Assembly; when the present
state of Europe respecting America was
enquired into, and the Marquis’s
accounts received with applause. -----In
the evening a bonfire was made before
his House, attended with a large display
of fireworks from the balcony of the
Exchange Tavern, where a respectable
number of young gentlemen of the town
convened, to denote their joy at his
arrival, and their respect for his
character...

www.w3r-us.org
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Left: Alan Hoffman delivers remarks
commemorating Lafayette’s arrival
(transcript below)
Below: The Consul General and
Commander of the USS Constitution
unveil the interpretive panel
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Remarks of Alan Hoffman at Hancock’s Wharf on May 2, 2015
We are gathered here today to commemorate Lafayette’s arrival at this very spot on April 28, 1780
aboard a new French frigate, L’Hermione, and it is mete and just that we do so because there is a direct,
unassailable causal connection between this event and, 18 months later, the allied victory at Yorktown.
The story starts with the Battle of Lexington, where the first shot was fired, the Battle of Concord and the
Battle of Bunker Hill.
In his oration on the 50th anniversary of the Battle of Bunker Hill, Daniel Webster testified to the
significance of this great watershed of our Revolution. He said:
The battle of Bunker Hill was attended with the most important effects beyond its
immediate result as a military engagement. It created at once a state of open, public war … The
appeal now lay to the sword, and the only question was, whether the spirit and the resources of
the people would hold out, till the object should be accomplished. Nor were its consequences
confined to our own country.
Then he turned to Lafayette, the Nation’s Guest who was on the 10th month of his 13-month Farewell
Tour of America. Lafayette – the guest of honor – the last surviving Major General of the Continental Army –
had helped to lay the cornerstone of the monument and was seated in an arm-chair in front of the survivors of the
Battle of Bunker Hill, other revolutionary veterans, a cordon of exquisitely dressed ladies and a crowd of 15,000
in an amphitheater constructed for the occasion at the foot of the Hill. Another 30,000 stood at the summit.
Looking squarely at Lafayette, Webster said: “Information of these events, circulating through Europe, at length
reached the ears of one who hears me. He has not forgotten the emotion, which the fame of Bunker Hill, and the
name of Warren, excited in his youthful breast.”
Webster then addressed Lafayette directly stating, in part, that “Heaven saw fit to ordain that the electric
spark of liberty should be conducted through you, from the New World to the Old.”
Confirmation of Webster’s statement about the effect of the early Battles of the American Revolution on
the youthful – he was still a teenager – Lafayette is found in Jared Spark’s writings. The great Washington
biographer interviewed Lafayette in France in 1828. Lafayette told him that he was first inspired to join the
American cause at a dinner given in honor of the Duke of Gloucester, the brother of George III, at camp in Metz,
France. The Duke, who sided with the Colonists against the policy of George III and his ministers, had recently
received dispatches from the Colonies, which he shared with his table companions. Documentary evidence
places the Duke’s continental tour in August of 1775, in time for him to have received reports of Lexington and
Concord and of the courageous determination of the insurgents and the incredible losses that the British,
particularly the officer corps, had suffered on the heights of Charlestown.
Sparks quotes Lafayette as follows: “the cause seemed to me just and noble, from the representations
of the duke himself; and before I left the table the thought came into my head, that I would go to America and
offer my services to a people who were struggling for freedom and independence. From that hour I could think
of nothing but this enterprise, and I resolved to go to Paris to make further inquiries.”
The rest, as they say, is history.
Lafayette, 19-years old, came to America in 1777, joined the Continental Army as a Major General. He
served in the Battle of the Brandywine, part of the British Army’s successful campaign to take Philadelphia,
where he was wounded, at Monmouth Courthouse in NJ and in the RI Campaign in August of 1778 before
returning to France, on furlough. Lafayette departed our shores from Boston on the USS Alliance on January 11,
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1779. In France, he rejoined the French Army. Because his reputation in American had preceded him and he
was considered the expert on the war in America, Lafayette had complete access to Vergennes and Maurepas, the
foreign and prime ministers, and he used this access to bombard the ministers with ideas to advance the American
cause. Maurepas groused that Lafayette would sell all the furniture at Versailles to help the American cause.
Specifically, in writing and orally, Lafayette lobbied for a French Expeditionary Force to be based in America.
The leading 19th century American biographer of Lafayette, Charlemagne Tower, Jr. wrote this about the
July 18, 1779 memorial that Lafayette sent to Vergennes in which he fleshed out his ideas for a French
Expeditionary Force to be based in America:
This document is one of great importance in the history of our country, and it had a farreaching influence upon the destinies of the United States. It was the culminating point of La
Fayette’s intercession, as it was the embodiment of his sentiments of friendship and of gratitude
toward us shown by his unalterable purpose to help us. It represents, beyond doubt, his greatest
service to America. It was the starting-point of the series of events which led up to the surrender
of the British army under Lord Cornwallis at Yorktown. The memorial was carefully studied by
M. de Vergennes, upon whom it made a favorable impression immediately, and it was submitted
by him to the Premier, M. de Maurepas, who also approved of the general tenor of the
proposition.
An early 20th century historian, James Breck Perkins, author of France in the American Revolution, gave
this title to the Chapter in his book about Lafayette’s role in 1779 and 1780 in lobbying the ministers: “Lafayette
to the Rescue.”
Thus it was that in March 1780 Lafayette was dispatched back to America to report to Washington that
the French were coming.
From aboard the Hermione “at the entrance to the Boston Harbor,” (actually Marblehead), he wrote
Washington on Thursday, April 27, 1780: “I have affairs of the utmost importance that I should communicate to
you alone.” He disembarked from the Hermione at Boston on April 28 at this very spot, General Hancock’s
Wharf, and spent several days in Boston before travelling to Morristown, NJ by land where he imparted the news
to Washington on May 10 – the French Expeditionary Force under General Rochambeau would be dispatched to
America’s shores.
Rochambeau arrived with his 5,000-man Army and squadron of ships in July of 1780 at Newport, Rhode
Island. In early 1781, Lafayette was sent to Virginia and engaged the British under Cornwallis in the Spring and
Summer, ultimately entrapping the 7,000 man British Army at Yorktown. These operations became known as
Lafayette’s Virginia Campaign. In the summer of 1781, what is now a National Historic Trail, the Washington
Rochambeau Revolutionary Route, saw Rochambeau’s and Washington’s Armies join Lafayette’s troops in
Virginia and the French West Indian Fleet under the Count de Grasse, which had blockaded the York River, for
the successful siege of Yorktown. The Franco-American victory at Yorktown ended major combat and led
directly to the Treaty of Paris in 1783, which confirmed the independence of the United States of America.
So, if you connect the dots, they go from Lexington and Concord and Bunker Hill through Lafayette, the
L’Hermione, Rochambeau, the Washington Rochambeau Revolutionary Route, DeGrasse, Yorktown and the
independence of the United States of America.
Thus, you can see it is more than fitting that we are gathered on this hollowed ground to celebrate
Lafayette, the Hermione, the French Expeditionary Force, the W3R National Historic trail and the contributions
of France and its sons to the success of our War of Independence.
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Hermione Project Lafayette Play Synopsis
By Jerry Meekins and Susan Cucchiara
On Wednesday April 22, 2015, my daughter Susan and I were fortunate enough to attend this
wonderful and timely play in the Florence Gould Hall at the French Institute Alliance Française in NYC.
Wonderful, because of its subject matter, Lafayette and Adrienne. Timely, because of the long awaited
Hermione Voyage 2015. Probably by the time of this publication, the Hermione will have arrived in the
United States.
The Play is a one hour production based on an exchange of letters written by Lafayette and
Adrienne. It is a two person play. The background is made up of visual and audio effects of related
characters and scenes, such as George Washington, Ben Franklin, Louis XVI, Congress, sailing ships,
citizens, battlefields, canons etc. Included were portraits of Lafayette and Adrienne. Very effective.
The play opens with Lafayette enlisting in the American War of Independence in 1777. It closes with
his return to Boston, three years later, in 1780. Although the play appears like a documentary, it is not. It is a
human interest story. While based on facts and events, it is a love letter dialogue between Lafayette and
Adrienne. It’s about idealism, romanticism and how they grow as a couple, an ocean apart. The stage is set
with crates and a suitcase on one side, and a writing desk on the other side. The backdrop is a large sail, cut
up into small, letter-like pieces. This was explained to the audience after the play.
The opening is the build up to Lafayette’s first voyage on the Victoire. The interaction between
Lafayette and Adrienne through their letters is very interesting and touching. While Lafayette talks about his
glory-seeking, sea sickness, excitement of America, being wounded at Brandywine, George Washington,
Valley Forge and French aid, Adrienne, who tries to be supportive and understanding, is dealing with
motherhood, pregnancy and a child’s death. While he continually refers to her as “my dearest heart,” she
thinks he belongs home with her and the family. The dynamics between Lafayette and Adrienne during the
early part of their lives is very interesting. They are very young and so much in love. However, they have
very different perspectives and priorities. Their exchange of letters solidifies their relationship.
After the play, the playwright, the director and the two actors, came onto the stage for a postperformance discussion. This was moderated by Ann Ilan Alter, historian of 18th century France and
Professor at Rutgers University. All were impressed with the subject matter, especially the characters,
Lafayette and Adrienne. Because of their length, Lafayette’s letters were shortened for the production.
Adrienne’s letters were created by the playwright because most, if not all, are lost. They refer to Lafayette
and Adrienne like Romeo and Juliet. The dynamics of their relationship is powerful.
The final segment of the post-performance was a Q & A. There were four questions/comments. The
first comment was that there should be sequels that deal with Lafayette during the rest of the American
Revolution, and his “Guest of the Nation” tour. It would be a trilogy. The playwright also added that there
was a need for a movie. The next comment was about Adrienne’s time in Olmutz with Lafayette. Also, how
Adrienne negotiated with Napoleon, after their release from prison, so Lafayette could live at La Grange.
Then came the aforementioned explanation of the backdrop. It was very clever and fitting that the stage
background was a large sail cut up into small letter-like pieces. The final comment was about the key to the
Bastille being at Mount Vernon. Also, the Father and Son relationship between Lafayette and Washington
was mentioned.
All in all, this was an excellent production. Susan and I were especially impressed by the fact that
there was an equal emphasis on Adrienne. Hopefully, there will be a video made available.
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Note: We had the opportunity to say hello to Pascale Richard, Director of the Cultural Center at the Lycée
Française de New York, and Miles Young, President, Friends of Hermione-Lafayette in America.
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The Marquis de Lafayette: French by Blood, American at Heart
by Rachel Chen
Editor’s Note: Rachel Chen is a fourteen-year-old high school freshman (ninth-grade) student at Holicong
Middle School in Doylestown, Pennsylvania. She is particularly interested in Colonial American history and
the lives and works of the Founding Fathers of America, especially Lafayette’s achievements during the
American Revolution, and hopes to continue researching 18th and 19th century American history and
corresponding events around the world throughout her educational career. This essay was written as an entry
in the senior division of the historical paper category for the National History Day competition. National
History Day (NHD) is a non-profit organization, established in 1974, that offers year-long academic
programs that engage middle- and high-school students around the world annually in conducting research on
historical topics of interest.
“On June 24, [1834,] the House of Representatives and the Senate expressed their grief and declared a
national period of mourning of thirty days. The eulogy delivered on December 31 by…John Quincy Adams
was published, and sixty thousand copies were sold. All army and navy flags were flown at half-mast;
countless services were held in churches of every denomination; funeral rites were organized in all Masonic
lodges, which were draped in black with silver tears.”
-Gonzague Saint Bris, 20101
Thus documents the passing of America’s beloved hero, the Frenchman who had risked life and limb
to defend liberty, equality, and philanthropy: the Marquis de Lafayette. But what prompted such deep
mourning, unparalleled even by the grief experienced after George Washington’s death, by a nation not even
Lafayette’s own? The answer, and in fact his entire legacy, lies in the Marquis de Lafayette’s leadership in
strengthening Franco-American diplomacy, which created a lasting impact on the bond between these two
nations and immortalized him as a hero.
From Aristocracy to Idealism: The Spark
Born to one of the most illustrious families in France and the only surviving successor by age twelve,
Lafayette became one of the nation’s wealthiest noblemen, whose annual income amassed to 120,000 livres,
a fortune bolstered by his marriage to Adrienne Noailles, the second daughter of a family of equal prosperity
and prestige among the royal court, if not more.2 Coming from a lineage of legendary warriors, it should
come as no surprise that Lafayette too entered the military, though he was initially stationed with no real
combat to attend to at the passive town of Metz.3 It was here, invited by the mayor to dine with the Duke of
Gloucester, that Lafayette was introduced to the American Revolutionary War and the rebel cause.4 The
brother of King George III, the Duke of Gloucester sympathized with the American rebels as he described
the conflict unfolding in the New World during his Metz reception.5 His words incited an ardor for the
Patriots’ Arthurian quest for freedom and righteousness in the young Marquis’s heart, and Lafayette
instantly made plans to travel to America to fulfill his desire.6 As one of France’s most distinguished lords,
his decision to sail off to fight a nation with which France was at peace stirred up much controversy among
his extended family and the high court; nevertheless, his plans were still carried out, and Lafayette made his
way to America in 1777.7 Greeted coldly by American representatives in Philadelphia who intended to turn
1 Gonzague Saint Bris, Lafayette: Hero of the American Revolution, trans. George Holoch (New York: Pegasus, 2010), 332.
2
Harlow Giles Unger, Lafayette (Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons, 2002), 7-8.
3
Unger, Lafayette, 5; Marc Leepson, Lafayette: Lessons in Leadership from the Idealist General (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 13.
4
James R. Gaines, For Liberty and Glory: Washington, Lafayette, and Their Revolutions (New York: W.W. Norton, 2007), 37.
5
Saint Bris, Lafayette: Hero of the American, 53.
6
Ibid, 54.
7
Unger, Lafayette, 23.
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away all foreign adventurers, Lafayette, along with his letters of recommendation from Silas Deane and
Benjamin Franklin and his offer to utilize his immense wealth to their advantage, convinced them that he
would be a major asset, both militarily and diplomatically, to the American cause.8 He received a rank as
major-general in the Continental Army as a result, though the position was purely honorary due to his lack
of experience on the battlefield.9
While Lafayette pushed for an active role in the American army, the Continental Congress presented
the French nobleman’s fate to General George Washington. Lafayette and Washington crossed paths in the
Philadelphia City Tavern where Lafayette was quick to make a favorable impression on the commander-inchief.10 Washington immediately noticed the nineteen-year-old’s openness and determination, as well as
their shared Freemasonic fraternity (a love for the arts, philosophy, freedom, and culture), and swiftly
established a bond with the distinguished French marquis.11 Lafayette was introduced to Washington’s
lieutenants and the Continental Army’s rudimentary military structure. He impressed American generals
including Nathaniel Greene and Henry Knox with his amity and lack of complaint or pretension—“I have
come here to learn, mon general, not to teach”— and secured his position as an operational major-general as
a result.12
Lafayette’s baptism by fire came soon after at the Battle of Brandywine on September 11, 1777:
upon receiving news of General Sullivan’s imminent defeat by Lord Cornwallis along the Brandywine
River, Lafayette left his helpless position by Washington’s side to rally the fleeing rebel division into an
organized force to avoid capture by the British, physically forcing them to stand and cover their retreat
despite his inexperience in battle.13 Although a musket ball shot through his leg, Lafayette refused to stand
down until reinforcements arrived to protect the retreating American soldiers, tending to his wound only
once the bleeding became dangerously severe.14 Although the Battle of Brandywine was a Patriot loss,
Lafayette’s bravery earned him the trust of many American citizens and leaders as he proved himself to the
nation, fighting and bleeding for a country not his own. With his military mission well under way, the gears
of Lafayette’s diplomatic career began to turn, setting off his personal battle for his newly adopted country
on his own home front.
A Gap to Bridge: The Fire
Lafayette’s contributions to reinforcing French-American relations began almost immediately after
his actions at Brandywine as he recovered from his leg wound: in a daring campaign to modify French
foreign policy, he fired off a barrage of letters to French leaders with whom he had connections through his
status in French society, including Foreign Minister Vergennes and Prime Minister Maurepas, insisting on a
military and economic alliance with America and urging France to declare war on long-time enemy
Britain.15 Appointed chief of American foreign affairs by Washington, Lafayette wrote to every authoritative
figure he knew of in Versailles and Paris, requesting their support for America.16 In letters to his father-inlaw, Lafayette encouraged the Duc d’Ayen, who held considerable favor in the French court, to influence
French leaders to provide official aid to America.17 Considering the close relationships Lafayette also
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enjoyed with American leaders such as Washington and Greene, notably the “best military general[s] in the
Continental Army,” and the popularity he gained in both nations, these demands were not matters to be taken
lightly.18 As a result of Lafayette’s efforts in lobbying for French support in America, France was persuaded
to reconsider its foreign policy and, in February of 1778, signed treaties of trade, friendship, and offensive
and defensive alliance with the United States of America.19
Unfortunately, this massive triumph quickly turned foul as France became idle again after sending a
French fleet to the New World as naval help for the Americans.20 Determined to revive the flagging alliance,
Lafayette was allowed to sail for France to resurrect French support for the American war cause in 1779.21
Welcomed as a hero by his homeland, Lafayette wasted no time seeking to convince the French government
to resume aiding the American cause. Since Lafayette was somewhat of a celebrity to the French, the public
generally approved of increased French intervention in the War for Independence.22 The French accepted the
idea of assisting a nation that Lafayette had so eagerly adopted as his own. Public opinion, acting to his
advantage as a tide pushing the government towards greater involvement, inevitably dragged it toward
additional military activity against Britain in conformity with its agreement to a treaty of commerce and
goodwill with America.23
With the common people supporting his goal, Lafayette utilized the confidence of American
Congressional President Henry Laurens and French Foreign Minister Vergennes that they held in him and
the recognition he gained in French society to become the key link between the two nations.24 In a letter to
Vergennes proposing more French naval aid, Lafayette wrote, “Allow me the honour of proposing to you a
plan…As your means of attack or defence depend on our maritime force, would it not be doing a service to
the common cause to increase for a time that [nautical strength] of our allies [the Americans]?”25 He ferried
such letters back and forth between America and France, working to strengthen their alliance and rallying an
unprecedented amount of French support for America’s revolution.26
Lafayette’s lobbying, supplementary to the persistent advocacy of influential American notables John
Jay, Benjamin Franklin, and John Adams, who were intent on obtaining monetary aid and supplies from
France for the Continental Army, helped secure an arrangement to significantly assist the people of the
United States.27 He was promised a fleet of six ships of fifty to sixty-four guns each, as well as 6,000 troops,
clothing, and 15,000 muskets for the Continental Army: French aid that would all but ensure America’s
victory against the redcoats.28 Additional negotiations set the Comte de Rochambeau as leader of this French
force, and, following Lafayette’s insistence, Rochambeau was put under Washington’s command, though he
was given the rank of lieutenant general—a position that did not exist in the American army and was
classified higher than all ranks other than that of commander-in-chief.29 While Lafayette too desired to
promote his military status in America, this humble decision to recommend Rochambeau for such a
distinguished position allowed Washington to finally possess independent control over a major fighting
force and deliver orders without needing congressional approval.30 Lafayette’s keen sense of foresight and
18
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the ambassadorial exploits he performed to reignite the Franco-American alliance were key diplomatic
elements that ultimately contributed to America’s final victory over the British and named Lafayette “The
Hero of Two Worlds.”
A Hero to Date: The Smoke
Upon returning to America in 1780 to finish the quest he had begun three years prior, Lafayette was
greeted with a hero’s welcome—his first, but certainly not his last.31 Lafayette was cheered by the people of
his adopted country as his ship, L’Hermione, reached the shores of America, celebrated for being the man he
was: an ambitious marquis with a rare willingness to serve as a volunteer and diplomat for a noble cause,
“[an] engaging personality…[and having] prudence in war councils.”32 As news of Lafayette’s success in
resurrecting the alliance between France and America spread, the nation’s people hailed “Our Marquis,”
their exuberant cries ringing through the thirteen states, cries that would echo through time for this beloved
champion during his “Farewell Tour of America” in 1824.33
The defeat of the British at the Siege of Yorktown came as a direct result of Lafayette’s political
contributions to American foreign affairs in 1778 to 1780, making him a hero of war and diplomacy. He
consistently wrote letters to his correspondents in France and America, ensuring that the Franco-American
alliance was being maintained, and, in cases when its existence was threatened, intervened to protect the pact
he had worked so hard to fortify.34 His leadership in the American cause revealed itself as he utilized every
resource at his disposal to help personally restore and protect the camaraderie between his home country and
his adopted one.
After America’s triumph over Britain at Yorktown, the Marquis de Lafayette was honored as a hero
by the Americans for his military and diplomatic accomplishments, featuring in a seemingly perpetual
succession of celebrations while receiving countless tributes and awards, a series of festivities that did not
end until his departure back home to France.35 Even as decades passed and Lafayette’s valiant status
declined in his home country as a result of his participation in the French Revolution, his eminence in the
United States remained largely untouched until 1824, when his name exploded in the New World.36 As the
last surviving leader of the American Revolution in an era of pride and optimism in America, Lafayette was
invited back to the United States as the guest of honor by President James Monroe, an old friend from the
war.37 Lafayette’s arrival to his adopted nation was greeted by cannon shots from Fort Lafayette and an
invitation to the Vice President’s home on Staten Island.38 General Lafayette was met and congratulated by
delegations and members of the military, including copious former comrades from the rebel army.39 As
America contemplated the fiftieth anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of Independence, Lafayette
toured all twenty-four states of the United States of America in thirteen months, taking part in the symbolic
laying of many memorials’ cornerstones and having myriad towns, counties, and institutions named after
him.40 At each location that Lafayette visited, his presence reminded all of his bravery and dedication to the
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American ideals of equality, liberty, and democracy. His American contributions and beloved personality
were recapitulated in President John Quincy Adams’s touching farewell address to Lafayette.41 Moved to
tears, Lafayette responded with a speech of thanksgiving and blessing to the United States of America of his
own before his final departure back to France on his vessel The Brandywine, a heartfelt, final adieu from one
of the nation’s most cherished, revered ambassadorial leaders.42
However, the legacy of Lafayette does not end at his departure from America in 1825, nor does it end
after his death43. Lafayette continues to represent the spirit of diplomacy and friendship between France and
America. His name was a bridge between America and France during the First World War, as American
troops, upon their arrival on French soil in 1917, declared, “Lafayette, we are here.”44 He is a symbol of
amity between French and American presidents, always present when his two nations’ leaders meet in
conference.45 And as of late, Lafayette has simply represented his Franco-American consular history, as the
Friends of Hermione-Lafayette prepare for the reconstructed L’Hermione’s historic voyage across the
Atlantic in 2015.46 Lafayette has permeated the American vernacular as a symbol of diplomacy and
friendship between the great nations of France and America.
Lafayette’s most well-known role in the American Revolution may not be his diplomatic career in
securing America’s victory by strengthening the relationship between France and America, but it is his most
influential role and therefore one for which he ought to be most remembered.47 Yet despite this lack of
cognizance of Lafayette’s diplomatic leadership, for simply reviving the Franco-American alliance, and fully
binding himself to the American cause in the process, Lafayette created for himself a legacy of commitment,
idealism, and heroism in the eyes of the Americans:
For no one in the history of the nation had ever given of themselves as generously or as freely
as “Our Marquis.” Lafayette was the last of the world’s gallant knights, galloping out of
Arthurian romance, across the pages of history, to rid the world of evil. Of all the Founding
Fathers—the heroes and leaders of the Revolutionary War—only Lafayette commanded the
unanimous acclaim and veneration of Americans. For only he came with no links to any state
or region; only he belonged to the entire nation; and only he, among all who pledged their
lives, fortunes, and sacred honor, sought no economic or political gain. He asked no
recompense but the right to serve America and liberty, and, when America lost him, they
knew that they and the world would never see his kind again—a hero among heroes.48
Lafayette’s memory continues to ebb and swell, even as time begins to wear away at its edges, for the
Marquis de Lafayette shed his own blood, that of French aristocracy, for the Patriot cause, on American soil;
his heart, though that of a French nobleman, beat for the liberty of the United States of America.
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Lafayette Lives
By Laura Auricchi
October 14, 2014 was a day of happy coincidence for
me. That evening, the Friends of Hermione-Lafayette in
America – a non-profit organization dedicated to constructing an
exact replica of the Hermione (the ship that carried Lafayette to
Boston in 1780) and sailing it from France to the United States –
held its inaugural gala at the Intrepid Sea, Air and Space
Museum located at Manhattan’s Pier 86. By sheer happenstance, the publishing firm of Alfred A. Knopf,
headquartered just a few blocks east of the aircraft carrier, had put out my book, The Marquis: Lafayette
Reconsidered, earlier that same day. Suddenly the book party that I had envisioned – eating cheese cubes in
my cozy Upper West Side apartment while shooing my Labrador Retriever away from the crudité – gave
way to a sumptuous black-tie affair where Henry Kissinger spoke about the legacy of French-American
friendship before Charlie Rose interviewed Christine Lagarde. Surely, I thought, this is as good as it gets.
But I was mistaken: it keeps getting better.
For the past six months, I have had the great good fortune to travel the country with Lafayette. With
America’s long-standing love for the Hero of Two Worlds now augmented by growing excitement over the
Hermione, invitations to speak have poured in from museums, libraries, colleges and clubs from Florida to
Maine. I’ve spoken about Lafayette on Lafayette Street in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, at Lafayette College in
Easton, Pennsylvania, and in Fayetteville, North Carolina. I’ve discussed his legacy in front of his bust in
the National Portrait Gallery in Washington, DC, at the home of his beloved George Washington in Mount
Vernon, and with the man himself (in the person of Philadelphia native Ben Goldman who interviewed me at
an Hermione fundraiser held at Florida’s Naples Sailing and Yacht Club in late April).
Yet the real joy of these events has come not from the opportunity to speak, but from the opportunity
to listen. Everywhere I visit, people talk to me about Lafayette as though he were a beloved great-uncle
whose kindness has never been forgotten and whose memory is eternally revered. I’ve heard of crumbs
preserved for generations because they fell from a cake that Lafayette ate. I’ve seen beds that Lafayette slept
in displayed proudly in local historical societies. I’ve been told of carefully-restored carriages that
transported Lafayette from one town to the next. And I’ve gleaned that family feuds might still be raging
over pieces of jewelry that were once connected to Lafayette, even though their value seems to be more
sentimental than financial.
Moved by affection for Lafayette, people I’ve just met shower me with gifts and kindness. In my
office, items emblazoned with Lafayette’s name or face are beginning to overtake the bookshelves: a glass
coaster, a comic book, a decorative plate, a bar of soap, a campaign-style pin, and any number of bookmarks
and postcards now vie for space with forbidding tomes on academic administration and multi-volume
dictionaries of eighteenth-century French furnishings. And in the virtual worlds of Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram, people I might never meet send me photographs of Lafayette buildings, signs, and statues from
places I might never go.
Our very own Chuck Schwam, Treasurer of the American Friends of Lafayette, has taken to
concluding his messages with the words “Vive Lafayette!” If my experiences are any indication, the world
appears to be heeding Chuck’s call. Whether prompted by family ties, patriotic pride, a love of liberty, or
some combination of the three, men, women and children from all walks of life are joining in unison to echo
the sentiment. Lafayette lives!
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A Buss from Lafayette
A Buss from Lafayette, a new novel for middle graders by AFL member Dorothea Jensen, will be
released on April 22, 2016 by BQB Publishing. The award-winning author of The Riddle of Penncroft Farm,
Dorothea got the idea for Buss when she met a woman whose ancestor had been kissed by Lafayette during
his Farewell Tour. This kiss (or “buss”) was passed down through her family and she, in turn, passed it
along to Dorothea.
Alan Hoffman, AFL President, who read the story to verify its historical accuracy, wrote this
“preview”:
Dorothea Jensen has written a
warm, funny, coming-of-age novel
about a nineteenth century teenage girl
who lives on a farm in Hopkinton, New
Hampshire. Set in June 1825 as the
Town and its inhabitants prepare for
General Lafayette’s Farewell Tour visit,
the story begins on June 21 and ends 6
days later, the day that Lafayette pays
Hopkinton (and Clara) a call. A lot
happens in that fateful week; and we
see Clara morph from a precocious,
rambunctious, somewhat petulant 14year old into a wiser, more mature
young adult.
Jensen sketches her characters
with short but believable strokes. Clara,
her aunt/stepmother, Priscilla, her
brother, Joss, the boy Dickon and her
cousin, Hetty, are vividly and
sympathetically portrayed. Lafayette is,
well, Lafayette, charming and oh so
French. Jensen also paints what appears
to be an authentic portrait of life in
1825 New Hampshire as well as the
Nation’s response to Lafayette’s final
visit to his adoptive land.
The story has a number of twists and turns, but the plot is resolved in a satisfying,
wholly heart-warming dénouement. Though A Buss From Lafayette is billed as a young
adult novel, it is truly a tale for adults of all ages.
More information about A Buss from Lafayette is available at http://www.dorotheajensen.com.
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Fayetteville’s Lafayette Map
By Rev. Robert M. Alves
Members of American Friends of Lafayette who attended the 2014 Annual Meeting in Fayetteville,
North Carolina may remember a map of Fayetteville featured in the Lafayette exhibit at the Transportation
and Local History Museum. Many of the details of the publication of the map, including the exact date of
publication, remain a bit of a mystery. To date no publication records have come to light. It is likely that the
records were lost in the fire of 1831 that destroyed most of the buildings in Fayetteville that Lafayette would
have seen during his visit in March of 1825.
It is probable, due to the evidence on the engraving, that the map was produced to commemorate
Lafayette’s visit. It is almost certain that the map was adapted from Robert H. B. Brazier’s survey of
Fayetteville in 1822. The oval portrait of General Lafayette above the legend in the top left corner of the
plate is based on the 1822 oil painting of Lafayette by Ary Scheffer that now hangs in the United States
House of Representatives. There is no doubt that the map was created to honor Lafayette. The elaborately
engraved legend reads This plate of the town of Fayetteville North Carolina, so called in honor of that
distinguished patriot and philanthropist, Gen'l La Fayette, is respectfully dedicated to him by the publisher.
John McRae is identified as the publisher of the
map. McRae was an owner of the Carolina Observer, a
newspaper published in Fayetteville, until the paper was
sold to Edward J. Hale in the Fall of 1824.
Advertisements in the Carolina Observer reveal that
McRae published a sermon for a local church in 1820
and that he owned and operated a circulating library and
a bookstore in the early 1820’s. John McRae had a
close association with the cartographer Robert H. B.
Brazier who had been commissioned by the General
Assembly to create a new map of Fayetteville in 1822.
It is almost certain that the McRae map is based on
Brazier’s original.
The generally accepted date for the map is 1825
due to the fact that it includes an engraving of the
Lafayette Hotel. Robert Donaldson rushed to complete
the new hotel for Lafayette’s visit, and the Grand Ball,
held in the General’s honor, took place the new
Lafayette Hotel. The 1822 survey of Fayetteville was
updated to include the location of the Lafayette Hotel on
Hay Street. The presence of the image of the Lafayette
Hotel indicates a date of publication no earlier than
1824. While no direct evidence has surfaced linking the
map to Lafayette’s visit, the connection is probable. An
advertisement in the March 3, 1825 issue of the
Carolina Observer announces the Lafayette Ball on
Friday night, 4th of March and states that, “Tickets may
be had at $5 each, at Mr. Hadlock’s Book Store,
opposite the Lafayette Hotel.”
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Many questions remain surrounding the map and the purpose for publication of the map. Who was the
engraver? Was the plate produced as a souvenir of General Lafayette’s visit? Was the plate of Fayetteville produced
before 1825 with alterations being made to include the Lafayette Hotel? Was it a publicity piece for the new Lafayette
Hotel? How many copies were produced? It is certain, however, that Fayetteville was small enough in 1825 that local
residents would not need a map to navigate the town.
The fact that the map is the product of the intaglio printing process using an engraved copperplate indicates
that the quantity published was less than 200. The copperplate was almost certainly produced in the north. The style
of the engraving bears resemblance to maps produced at the time by H. S. Tanner of Philadelphia, PA. And, we know
that McRae and Brazier later teamed up to provide a map of the State of North Carolina that Tanner engraved in 1833.
The probable date of publication is 1824 or 1825 due to the inclusion of the Lafayette Hotel. It is possible that
the Lafayette Hotel was added to a pre-existing copperplate engraving of the map which could have been created no
earlier than 1822. The fact that no copies of the McRae Map have surfaced without the addition of the Lafayette Hotel
argues for a date of publication soon before Lafayette’s visit to Fayetteville.
Hal W. Braodfoot, Jr. gave a presentation on the McRae map at the March meeting of the Lafayette Society in
Fayetteville. During the presentation, Broadfoot revealed that thirty-three copies of the original map were recently
discovered in the estate of a descendent of John McRae. Before the discovery it was believed that fewer than twenty
copies of the McRae map survived. The condition of the individual maps varies, but all can be restored and preserved.
Broadfoot is the executor of the estate and he will be arranging for the sale of the maps in the near future. Please
contact him for information regarding the sale at hwb@beavercourie.com.
The Rev. Robert M. Alves
Rector, St. John’s Episcopal Church
Fayetteville, NC
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Lafayette Portrait
On March 9, a ribbon-cutting was held for the new Ft. Bragg Conference and Catering Center on this
large army post near Fayetteville, North Carolina. Representatives from the Lafayette Society were invited
to dedicate the Lafayette Room, the center’s largest conference room and ballroom. In front of the portrait
(left to right) are Jason Wetzel, Chris Ruff, Mike Lynch, Candace Williams, and Hank Parfitt. The portrait
matches up very closely with the original, completed in 1834 by French painter Joseph Désiré Court (17971865). This copy hung in the old Officer’s Club on post for many years. The painter who did the copy of the
portrait at Ft Bragg is William Fields, who was a much-sought after portraitist in Fayetteville for many
years. And, of course, it was Martha Duell and the Lafayette Society that commissioned it for the old
Officers Club about 20 years ago. Ironically, out of over 100 known portraits of Lafayette, this is the one
that was chosen for the article about the Hermione in the April 2015 issue of the Smithsonian. As the first
town named for Lafayette, in 1783, Fayetteville receives mention in that same article.
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DID YOU KNOW....

...that there was an American Privateer ship called the Hermione?

Thanks to Rick Detwiller of the Massachusetts Lafayette Society and the Shirley-Eustis Association
for this trendy tidbit.

The Gazette is always looking for new content
and feedback. Please feel free to send all photos,
questions, concerns, ideas, questions, etc to
Publisher Chuck Schwam at chsgop@aol.com.
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Lafayette: Hero in America, Misjudged in France
(Talk delivered by Jacques de Guenin on Thursday June 3, 2010, at the annual meeting of the American Friends of
Lafayette in Wilmington)

Exactly 185 years and 240 days ago, Lafayette was here in Wilmington for dinner. He was 67 years old. He had
come from New York where he had landed 51 days earlier, on August 15, 1824, on the invitation of James
Monroe, President of the United States, acting himself on behalf of Congress. The invitation was worded thus:
"I wrote you a letter about 15 days ago in which I expressed the wish to send to any port in France you should
point at, a frigate to convey you here, in case you should be able to visit the United Sates. Since then, Congress
has passed a resolution on this subject in which the sincere attachment of the whole nation to you is expressed,
whose ardent desire is once more to see you amongst them. The period at which you may yield to this invitation
is left entirely at your option, but believe me, whatever may be your decision, it will be sufficient that you have
the goodness to inform me of it, and immediate orders will be given for a government vessel to proceed to any
port you will indicate, and convey you thence to the adopted country of your early youth, which has always
preserved the most grateful recollection of your important services…."
As you know, he refused the offer to send a frigate and came with a merchant ship. He was accompanied by his
son George Washington Lafayette, and his secretary, thanks to whom we know the details of his journey.
On his way to Wilmington, he had stopped at 25 towns and villages in the States of New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania. At that stage, less than two months had elapsed since his landing and his trip was to last for
another 11 months during which he visited each of the remaining 21 States of the Union and was invited in 117
more cities!
Everywhere, he was greeted with expressions of extraordinary affection by immense crowds, men, women and
children alike. In many of the smallest villages he had to go through triumphal arches made of flowers, upon
which were almost always inscribed the names of Washington and Lafayette, and often the dates of the Battles of
Brandywine and Yorktown. In cities, there were always parades of troops, cannonades and military music in his
honor. He was received by whole municipalities, attended formal dinners and balls. He was the guest of John
Adams in Quincy, Thomas Jefferson in Monticello and James Madison in Montpelier.
Addresses of very high quality were delivered to him. They referred to his actions within but also outside the
United States, showing that his hosts were aware of all the hardships he had faced in Europe, fighting singlemindedly for the cause of Freedom. After he had replied, quite a few persons present could not help shedding
tears. In New York, at a reception given by the Society of the Cincinnati, a general crooned a song from a
popular ballet composed in 1792 during the imprisonment of Lafayette in the Austrian dungeons. In Washington,
he was received by the Congress who awarded him $200,000 and 24,000 acres of fertile ground, as a
compensation for all the losses and sufferings he had incurred during his untiring fight for Liberty.
The schedule was so tight that he and his escort were sometimes obliged to travel by night. Long files of
carriages were escorted by horsemen bearing torches. Fires were lighted from place to place upon the hilltops,
around which were grouped families watching. The sound of the trumpet of the escort, the distant and decreasing
peal of the bells which had announced the passage of the hero, enabled the party to forget the hardship of the
night trip.
It often happened that when Lafayette stopped at some town, a delegation from the next town would come all
the way to escort him. When a village was close but not on his route, delegations from the said village would
often come to meet him along the way.
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Here is an example among many of the type of emotion that he aroused among individual people: in Baltimore,
as Lafayette was reaching his residence somewhat exhausted, a most beautiful girl pulled his son George by his
coat, joined her hands, and with a most touching voice exclaimed "I beseech you to enable me but to touch him
and you will make me happy." Lafayette, hearing her, turned towards her and gave her his hand, which she seized
and kissed with transport after which she retreated, concealed her tears blushing with her handkerchief.
Lafayette finally left the U.S from Washington City on September 7, 1825. He went down the Potomac River
on the steamboat Mount Vernon, dense crowds attending on the bank. The shops were closed. People cried in
each other's arms. All the official bodies of the town were there, as well as a delegation from New York. The
steamboat Constitution, full of citizens from Baltimore, sailed along the Mount Vernon. Then he boarded the
frigate Brandywine. Among the crew, were 24 midshipmen, one from each of the 24 States.
When word of Lafayette's death arrived, in 1834, President Jackson called for the same honors that Adams had
ordered for Washington thirty five years earlier. Flags flew at half- mast, twenty-four gun national salutes were
fired by every military base and navy ship, and officers wore crepe for sixth months. Congress passed resolutions
of condolence for the Lafayette family; its two chambers hung with black drapes and asked the whole country to
wear mourning clothes for a month.
John Quincy Adams delivered the official eulogy to a joint session of Congress, with government officers and
the diplomatic corps in attendance. 60 000 copies of it were distributed. Here are two quotations: "Pronounce him
one of the first men of his age, he said, and you have not yet done him justice…"
…Turn back your eyes upon the records of time; summon from the creation of the world to this
day the mighty dead of every age and every clime - and where, among the race of merely mortal
men, shall one be found, who, as the benefactor of his kind, shall claim to take precedence of
Lafayette?
There are in this country a mountain, hundreds of towns, counties, squares, schools, churches, streets, and even
a nuclear submarine bearing his name under one form or another. Portraits of Lafayette and Washington are hung
on either side of the rostrum of the House of Representatives; there is one in the National Portrait Gallery; his
bust is present in the circular room of the Richmond capitol building with those of the first presidents of the
United States. The American flag which hangs alongside the French one over his grave is renewed every year by
the ambassador of the United States himself on Independence Day. A wreath is deposited each year on the grave
by a representative of our society, the American Friends of Lafayette.
There is no other example in the history of Mankind of such gratitude from a whole country to a
foreigner.
The fate of Lafayette in France was not to be as pleasant. At first, he enjoyed immense popularity in all classes
of Society. He frequented classical liberal intellectuals of the highest caliber such as Condorcet, Benjamin
Constant, Madame de Stael, Destutt de Tracy, Horace Say, Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Jefferson, who
replaced Franklin as ambassador of the U.S. in Paris in 1785 and Thomas Paine. He actively fought against
slavery. He promoted free trade particularly between France and the U.S. He pleaded the cause of Protestants and
Jews to the king.
He played a decisive role in the preparation of the Revolution - which, I should point out, was initially peaceful
and liberal (in the classical sense). He wrote the first draft of the Declaration of Human Rights, and advocated the
abolition of privileges. As a vice president of the Assembly, he obtained from it the separation of powers, under
the form of a constitutional monarchy. He was elected commander of the new, popular, National Guard, a militia
of middle class citizens devoted to the protection of the Constitution and the maintenance of Law and Order. He
invented the national tricolor flag.
But from mid-91, the Revolution sank into a totalitarian phase, the paroxysm of which was to be the ominous
"Terror", and Lafayette's troubles were to start. He was condemned to death by the Revolutionary tribunal for
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having tried to moderate the extremists and save the head of the king and with it the separation of powers. He
escaped narrowly, only to fall into the hands of the Austrians, who considered him a dangerous revolutionary and
imprisoned him! He remained in various Austrian and Prussian prisons for 5 years in appalling conditions. He
lost all his possessions. His wife narrowly escaped the Guillotine. Her mother and sister did not. She also lost her
possessions. Showing extraordinary devotion, courage, and perseverance, she managed to join him in his prison
with their two daughters.
He was freed by Bonaparte in 1797 but kept in exile for two years in Belgium. Back in France, he settled in an
old château that his wife had been able to recover, the castle of La Grange, to the south-east of Paris. He led the
life of a gentleman farmer, fairly active and entrepreneurial, while regaining some influence on the political
scene, which he used to fight tirelessly against Napoleon's violation of liberties, then against the monarchy that
followed. He continued to worry about violations of liberty outside France, in particular in Corsica, Belgium,
Poland, Spain, Greece, and South America, encouraging freedom fighters and receiving the exiled ones in his
château.
During the 1830 revolution, he played a part in the abdication of Charles X. He was still extraordinarily
popular, and many wanted him to turn the country into a republic and become its president. But he thought that
France was not ripe for a republic. The French had not yet forgotten the disorders, the famines and the terror
associated with the first republic. He thought that a constitutional monarchy would fit the situation better as a first
step, and he obtained assurances from Louis-Philippe that he would create a liberal democracy, which he did
initially. But power corrupts and Louis-Philippe cut back liberties little by little. Lafayette was soon vocal again
in Parliament to defend them.
When he died, in 1834, Louis-Philippe ordered a military funeral with no speech, in order to keep the public
away. Yet, there were crowds all along the road from the church to the cemetery, but they were barred by troops.
Yet the French owed as much to Lafayette as the Americans did, for his single-minded fight for freedom: he
was the forceful originator of the first constitution, of the separation of powers, of bicameralism, of the
declaration of human rights, of the abolition of privileges, of freedom of expression, religious freedom and
universal suffrage, not to mention the tricolor flag.
The contrast between the French and the American treatment of Lafayette is still perceptible under the pen of
historians. There are thousands of writings on Lafayette, in French as well as in English. They are unanimously
full of praise for his contributions to American independence. However, the French historians, unlike the
Americans, have a mixed opinion of the man.
Indeed, all pay tribute to his courage, his generosity, his kindness, his integrity, the clarity of his speeches. But
some find him vain, avid for glory, without character, indecisive, and even naïve, if not simple-minded.
I am inclined to refute those judgments. If Lafayette did seek and enjoy popularity, that should not be confused
with vanity. He refused the field-marshal's baton offered by the king, the highest grade in the Legion of Honor
and a life appointment to the Senate offered by Napoleon.
It is difficult to consider the man who raised the morale of the troops at Valley Forge as lacking character.
Washington, a wise man who knew La Fayette better than anybody wrote: "He possesses uncommon military
talents, is of quick and sound judgment, persevering and enterprising without rashness, and besides these, he is of
a very conciliating temper and perfectly sober, which are qualities that rarely combine in the same person."
Perhaps, after all, some French historians saw only one side of this combination.
If twice in his life, in 1789 and 1830, he refused the opportunity offered to him to seize power and set up a
Republic, it was not out of indecision, but because he was fighting for the success of his ideas and not for power.
Finally, it is difficult to consider as naïve, but rather as ahead of his time, a man who fought for principles and
institutions which became the norm in the Western World.
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The time has now come to answer the question that you all have in your mind: why?
Why are the Americans so grateful to and admiring of Lafayette? Why, in particular, are distinguished people
like your spending several days away from home every year to honor his memory?
Why are the French so divided about him?
I shall endeavor to answer both questions, hoping that you will correct and complete my answers.
Why are the Americans so grateful to and admiring of Lafayette? After all, there were other men of quality
around Washington, American as well as French, such as Greene, Laurens, Hamilton, Sullivan, Wayne, Knox,
Duportail, later, of course, Rochambeau and de Grasse..
The first reason, I believe, stems from the cult vowed by the Americans to Washington himself. They know that
Lafayette shared all Washington's hardships when they were together, as in Valley Forge, and that Washington
could trust him absolutely and completely when they were separate. This obviously privileged relationship with
the man in command did not arouse jealousy, because Lafayette had a very pleasant and modest attitude with the
other generals. Greene once wrote to his wife that "the boy" - that is the way he was called - was irresistible,
owing to "an inexplicable charm."
The second reason is his reputation for solicitude and generosity that developed among the soldiers because he
shared their hardships and spent a lot of his own money to feed and clothe them at a time when they had little
more than a shirt on their back.
The third, of course, was the knowledge, at least among historians, that without Lafayette's untiring efforts of
persuasion within the king's cabinet, there would not have been a Rochambeau with 6 000 men and a de Grasse
with 25 vessels and some 3 000 men, and that without Rochambeau and de Grasse the Revolution would have
failed. The title of David Clary's book, Washington, Lafayette, and the Friendship that Saved the Revolution
reflects that feeling.
Now, why are the French so divided about him?
First of all, during his time in Europe, the time of the French Revolution, the Empire, the Restoration and the
second Republic, there were far many more famous people than during his time in America. In Europe he was
one among a hundred or so. In the United Sates he was one among a dozen
Secondly, in France, there was a fierce struggle between the supporters of a constitutional monarchy and those
of a republic. The trial and execution of Louis XVI divided the French. For some, Lafayette, who tried to save the
head of the king at the risk of his own was a traitor to the Revolution. For others, he contributed to the revolution
and was thus, as an aristocrat, a traitor to his class. There are some remnants of this split even today.
But perhaps the most important reason is this: France has always been a country of State intervention, with a
Jacobin left and a Bonapartist right. In my country, there has never been a wide admiration for classical liberal
philosophy. Now all his life Lafayette was a staunch, single-minded defender of individual liberties against any
form of power. He is just one of those classical liberals so appreciated in America, so little in France, such as
Tocqueville, Jean-Baptiste Say, and of course my other hero, Frédéric Bastiat.
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Bouncing on Lafayette’s Knee
By Pierre Larroque, a new American Friend of Lafayette
It all started when I saw Lafayette’s portrait in the room upstairs at Mount Vernon. I needed a
reproduction of that portrait by C.W. Peale! Indeed, I could not wait to hang it next to the companion one of
Washington which I already had in my office in our French house ...
But it turned out very difficult to find either a reproduction or even a picture of that painting of highenough definition to enlarge and frame correctly. So, my friend Ellen got to work, and, after several months, she
sourced it from Diane Shaw of Lafayette College.
No wonder then that I offered her and her husband Charlie memberships in the American Friends of La
Fayette earlier this year, after I myself joined the Friends.
And then … Ellen surprised me once again. As I visited Charlie one evening two months ago, she
pulled out a very large notebook, obviously quite aged, handwritten by some long-gone ancestor.
I knew that she and Charlie liked to do genealogical research and to collect old family material from
passed generations. But what I did not know - and what I then discovered - was that one of Charlie’s ancestors
had, in March 1888, asserted in this family notebook that, as a child, his mother had sat on Lafayette’s knee when
Le Marquis and his men stayed at their ancestral home, after some skirmish nearby with a few English Regulars.
And this ancestor reported that his mother described Lafayette in the most laudatory of terms.
So, obviously, I had to share this with Diane Shaw and ask her help to locate and to date more precisely
exactly where and when this sitting on Lafayette’s knee occurred. The note mentioned a Gloucester Point, a Lt
Col. Butler and the troops of Earl Cornwallis nearby.
It turned out that the Gloucester Point in question is not that across the York River from Yorktown
(where our Marquis and Lt Col. Butler engaged indeed in some spitting
contests with Cornwallis), but a site in New Jersey across the Delaware
River from Philadelphia. This Gloucester Point is near Fort Mercer,
which Cornwallis attacked on November 18, 1777 before going into
Philadelphia and moving to attack Washington at White Marsh in early
December 1777.
And this Gloucester Point, NJ is merely 1.5 miles from
Haddonfield, also NJ, the Quaker town where Charlie’s family had
settled. It all made sense since Charlie’s ancestors were Quakers.
And so, with cross references from a couple of other sources,
Diane Shaw and I established, without a doubt, that Charlie’s greatgreat-great grandmother bounced on Le Marquis de Lafayette’s knee,
in the evening of November 26, 1777 in Charlie’s ancestral home of
Haddonfield, NJ.
How about that! Don’t Charlie & Ellen deserve a special
welcome to the American Friends of Lafayette?
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A Record of the descendants of Jacob and Sarah Vernon Howell
as recorded by
Mrs. Mary E. Campbell
Elizabeth, New Jersey
March 27, 1888
“He only deserves to be remembers by posterity who treasured life
and preserves the history of his ancestors.” – Burke
Revolutionary Remininiscence
of Mrs. Anna B. Howell
given by Dr. Benjamin Howell
“My mother remembered that 150 men of Morgan’s Rifle Corps
under Lt. Col. Butler, and an equal number of militia under the
Marquis de La Fayette (who still served as a volunteer) were
stationed at Haddonfield during the occupation of Gloucester Point
by Earl Cornwallis, who collected large stores of provisions and
then crossed to Phila. with them. While encamped there, a picket
of British troops, 300 men, were attacked by the American forces
above mentioned and driven with much loss, killed and wounded,
back to their camp. La Fayette was delighted with the gallantry
displayed by our troops. I have heard my mother speak of this.
She then a little child of nine years, remembered the young French
officer, on whose knee she sat. He wore quite an amount of
jewelry, was very polite and affable and appeared to be held in
high esteem by his brother officers.”
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Grolier Club Exhibit to Focus on Lafayette as an Anti-Slavery Advocate
By Diane Shaw
In the winter of 2016-17, the spotlight will fall for the first time on the role of the Marquis de
Lafayette as an international anti-slavery advocate. Lafayette College Professor of French Olga Anna Duhl
and College Archivist Diane Shaw will curate a major exhibition at New York City’s Grolier Club, which
will offer a comprehensive look at Lafayette’s contribution to the abolitionist movement on three continents.
Drawing primarily on the collections at Lafayette College, along with several strategic loans from
American and French institutions, the exhibition will examine the personal and intellectual origins of
Lafayette’s interest in the welfare of slaves during the American Revolution, his subsequent commitment to
“the black part of mankind,” as well as the ways in which this commitment materialized throughout his long
and eventful life.
Founded in 1884 and named for French Renaissance book collector Jean Grolier, the Grolier Club is
America’s oldest and largest society for bibliophiles. The Club has an exceptional exhibits program, which
features books and prints on a remarkable range of topics and produces outstanding exhibitions catalogues.
Anna, a Grolier Club member since 2010, and Diane are planning an exciting catalogue for this show and
look forward to sharing more details about the exhibit with the AFL in the coming months.

Image: French engraving of Lafayette
being welcomed to America by people
of all races, ca. 1824-25. And
Lafayette did indeed make a point of
greeting both Native Americans and
African Americans during his visit.
Ironically, such an image with this
inclusive theme would never have
been published in America at the time,
but the French often made visual
reference to the American’s
multicultural inhabitants.
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The American Friends of Lafayette
Farinon College Center
Box 9463
Lafayette College
Easton, PA 18042-1798

First Class Mail
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The Gazette of the American Friends of Lafayette

